[The development and prospect of the treatment for bone and soft tissue tumor in China].
With the rapid development of modern medicine, significant stride has been achieved in the field of bone and soft tissue tumor in China.The early efforts in the treatment of bone tumor led to the foundation of Bone Tumor Group of Chinese Medical Association in 1985, which marked the initial formation of standardized diagnosis and treatment of bone tumor.Since then, the guidelines of diagnosis and treatment of bone tumor were widely spread and obeyed. The gradually evolution of limb-salvage technique, the improved en-bloc resection procedure in spine and pelvis tumor,the effective bleeding control measure have made concrete basis for higher survival rate, better functional status and life quality for patients than before. With new breakthroughs in the field of molecular biology and immunology, the development in stereotactic radiation and combination of new material and mega-data with medicine, the treatment of bone tumor is entering a new era of precision and personalized medicine.